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ON THE DIAGONAL OF AN OPERATOR1
BY-

PENG FAN
Abstract. Characterizations of zero-diagonal operators (i.e., operators that have a
diagonal whose entries consist entirely of zeros) and the norm-closure of these
operators are obtained. Also included are new characterizations of trace class
operators, self-commutators of bounded operators, and others.

0. Introduction. In [3], it is shown that a hermitian compact operator is a
self-commutator of a compact operator if and only if it has a zero-diagonal.
Motivated by this result, we decided to launch an investigation into the connection
between the diagonal of an operator and the operator itself; we wonder to what
extent an operator can be described by its diagonal. It turns out that, as expected,
the diagonal of an operator carries more information about the operator than its
relatively small size (compare to the "fat" matrix representation of the operator)
may suggest.
Let H be a (complex, separable) Hilbert space, and B(H) the space of all
(bounded) operators on H. By zero-diagonal operators we mean the operators 7
such that there exists an orthonormal basis {bj} for H satisfying (Tbf, bf) = 0 for all
j. It is not hard to see that the set of these operators is pathwise connected (in fact,
all its elements can be connected to the origin 0 inside itself); that it is not a linear
manifold (21 ® ( —1) and (-1) ® 21 belong to it but their sum I ® I does not); and
moreover, that it stays away from /. (Indeed, the distance is no less than one: Take a
zero-diagonal operator 7 and choose an orthonormal basis {bj} so that (Tbj, bf) = 0.

Then ||7 - /|| = sup|W|.,((7 - I)x, x) > ((7 - /)*/,, ft,) = 1.)
In the first section we are to characterize zero-diagonal operators and hermitian
zero-diagonal operators.
§2 is devoted to the identification of the norm-closure of zero-diagonal operators.
It turns out that this is a quite well-known class of operators. As a result, we are able
to obtain new characterizations for some related classes of operators—among them,
self-commutators of bounded operators and trace class operators.
1. Zero-diagonal operators. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space and 7 an
operator acting on H. Then the following three statements are equivalent:
(1) 7 has a zero-diagonal;
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(2)Tr(7) = 0;
(3) T = AB - BA, where A and B belong to B(H).
This can be seen in [7, p. 109]. Supposing H is infinite-dimensional, things become
substantially different. For one thing, Tr(7) may not make sense any more even if
rearrangement is taken into account; for another, AB — BA can be anything except
XI + K, where X is a complex number and K a compact operator, by a theorem of
Brown and Pearcy [2]. Thus finding a weaker alternative for the characterization of
zero-diagonal operators now seems inevitable. Fortunately, statement (2) can be
modified to achieve such a task.
Theorem 1. The necessary and sufficient condition that an operator 7 has a
zero-diagonal is that there exists an orthonormal basis {e„} such that {sn} -» 0 as
j -» oo, where sn = 'Z"k=x(Tek, ek) and {sn } is a subsequence of {sn}.

Corollaries 1 and 2, whose proofs are omitted, are also independently obtained by
J. P. Williams2 and others, using Zorn's lemma and a trace argument; they were first
proved in [4] for matrices.

Corollary

1. Let T be a trace class operator. Then 7 has a zero-diagonal if and

onlyifYx(T) = 0.
Corollary

2. Under the same hypothesis, T has a main diagonal (Tr(7), 0,0. ... )

if and only ifTr(T) E W(T), the numerical range of 7.
Replacing unitary equivalence by similarity, we obtain the following proposition
which was again first proved in [4] for matrices but whose proof applies to trace
class operators as well. We include it for completeness.
Proposition.
Let T be a trace class operator. Then 7 is similar to a trace class
operator of the form

Tr(7)

'
*

0
0
\

*

'.

if and only if 7 is not a scalar.

Proof. If 7 is not a scalar, then there exists a unit vector x such that x and Tx are
linear independent and a vector z independent of x such that (z, x) = Tr(7). Define
fxi-> x,

s. \z»Tx,
y{x, z}x h> (x, Tx}x

unitarily.

Then (5"'75x, x) = (z, x) = Tr(7). Since Tr(7) = Tr(5"'75), one can find ejt
j = 1,2,..., such that (S~xTSej, e}) = 0 by Theorem 1. This completes the proof.
2 Private communication.
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Letting W°(T) denote the interior of W(T), the numerical range of 7 (for a
definition, see [8]) in C, we arrive at the following corollary, whose proof is omitted.
Corollary
0 E W°(T).

3. If W°(T) is nonempty and if 7 is a zero-diagonal operator, then
The converse is not true.

The next theorem was first proved in [3] for compact hermitian operators.
Theorem 2. Let T be hermitian operator and write 7= 7+ ©( —7*~), where T+
and 7 are positive. Then Thas a zero-diagonal if and only ;/Tr(7+) = Tr(7~ ) «s oo.

An immediate consequence of this theorem is the following corollary, whose proof
is again omitted.
Corollary.
Let T be a hermitian operator. If 0 E We°(T), the interior of the
essential numerical range of 7 in R (see [6] for a complete definition), then 7 has a
zero-diagonal. Further X E We°(T) implies T has a X-diagonal (that is, there exists an
orthonormal basis {ej} such that (7ey, ef) = X for all j).

We now prove Theorem 1, which needs these lemmas: Lemma 4 will be used to
produce unit vectors, with respect to which the diagonal entries of the matrix
representation of the operator 7 are zeros, while Lemmas 1-3 serve to insure that
these unit vectors form an orthonormal basis.
Lemma 1. Let {bj}JLx be an orthonormal set, let 91t„ = V{bj}"=x, and let Pn be the
projection on 9Hn. If Pn-> I strongly (in fact, a subsequence of Pn is enough), then

{bj}j°=]forms a basis.
Proof. Suppose not; there exists 0 ¥=x E H such that x _L V{bj}JLx.This implies
7„x = 0 for all n; hence P„-t*I strongly. This contradicts the hypothesis.
Lemma 2. Let {aj}f=x be a sequence of positive numbers such that 2^=1 a. < oo and
let s'n = 2jL„a,..

Then 2?=x(an/s'n)

= oo.

Proof. Elementary calculations.
Remark. The hypothesis of Lemma 2 can be substantially weakened. Precisely, if
{aj} is a sequence of real numbers and if a subsequence of s'n approaches 0, then the

conclusion still holds.
Lemma 3. Let

be a matrix over the field of complex numbers, with respect to an orthonormal basis
{ex,e2}, and let d lie on the line segment connecting dx and d2. Then there exists a unit

vectorf such that (Tf, f) = dand \(e„ f)\< \J(d2 - d)/(d2 - dx).
Proof. Without loss, we can assume that d - 0, dx > 0, and d2 < 0. Indeed, if we
write

T=e*[e-"(T-d)]

+ d,
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where 6 = arg(dx - d), then T = e~'6(T - d) has the properties we need; thus, if
we can choose a unit vector/such that (T'f, f) = 0 and

l(e,
f)\<)/I e-»[(d2-d)-(dx-d)]>
^^2-d)-JZZ
l(e"/}|
one sees that (Tf, f) = dand \(ex, f)\< ^(d2 - d)/(d2

- dt).

Now, let us start the required calculation. We are to find a number c (= a + ib)
such that (7(ce, + e2),cex + e2) = 0. Since
(T(cex + e2), cex + e2) = (cdxex + cz'e2 + zex + d2e2, cex + e2)

= \c\ dx + cz + cz' + d2

= \c\ dx + d2 + ax + by + ax' — by' + i(ay — bx + ay' + bx'),
where z = x + iy and z' = x' + iy', it follows that

(*)

\c\2dx + d2 + a(x + x') + b(y - y') = 0

and
(**)

a(y + y') — b(x — x') = 0.

To make the estimation easier, we break it into two cases.
Case (i). When x = x', choose a = 0. Then (*) becomes b2dx + d2 + b(y —y');

hence

-(y-y')±J(y-y')2-4dxd2
b~

2dx

'

Thus we obtain the inequality

2(y- y')2 ±2(y\c\ =a2
1'

y')J(y - y'f - 4dxd2 - 4dxd2

+ b2 =-:-

4d2

< -4dxd2 _ _d2
4d2
dx '
Case (ii). When x ¥= x', choose b so that

b-= i±yL = k.
a

x —x

Substituting into (*), we obtain
a2dx(l + k2) + d2 + a(x + x') + ak(y - y') = 0;

hence

- (x + x' + ky- ky') ± ]J(x + x' + ky - ky')2 - 4dxd2(l + k2)
2dx(l+k2)
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thus
2 _ 2(x + x' + ky-

ky')2 - 4dxd2(l + k2)

4d2(l +k2)2

±2(x + x' + ky- ky')]l(x + x' + ky - ky')2 - 4dxd2(l + k2)
4d2(l+k2)2

< -^xd2(^n^)

fdf(l+k2f

_

-d2

dx(l+k2)'

Therefore, | c |2 = a2 + b2 = a2(l + k2) *s ~d2/dv
Putting these cases together and letting/= (cex + e2)(l + |c|2)~'/2,
(7/, /) = (l +\c\2)~\T(cex

we see that

+ e2), cex + e2) = 0,

and that
/l +|c|2

\j a2

a\

These conclude our proof.
The following lemma can be found in many linear algebra books (see, e.g., [7, p.

109]).
Lemma 4. Let T be a square matrix over the field of complex numbers. Then 7 has a

zero-diagonal if and only ifTr(T) —0.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let d} — (Tej, e ) forj = 1,2,_According
to the way the
entries (counting multiplicities) of the diagonal {dj}JLx are distributed on the plane,
the proof will be divided into three parts.
Part I. For every line passing through the origin, there are infinitely many
diagonal entries (counting multiplicities) lying on each of the (open) half-planes
divided by the line.
By the assumption, it is easy to see that we can find three diagonal entries say,
dx, d2, and d3 such that the origin lies in the interior of the triangle formed by these
three points. Since {5„ } approaches zero as j goes to infinity, we can secure an
element, say, 5ni lying in the interior of the triangle; so we can have a unit vector/,
which is a linear combination of ex,e2, and e3, satisfying (Tf, f) = 5„ (numerical
range is convex, see [8, p. 110]); hence in the orthogonal complement of / with
respect to V{ex,e2,...,eni), we can produce an orthonormal set {bx, b2,...,b„ _,}
such that (Tbj, bj) - 0 for; = 1,2,...,n, - 1 (by Lemma 4). In the same fashion,
we can find, say, d„] + x, d„]+2, and dnt+3 such that the origin and, say, Sni are
enclosed in the interior of the triangle formed by these points; again we can produce
an orthonormal set {bni,...,bn
x) and a unit vector g, a linear combination of
e«,+ i>e»,+2' and en,+3>such that iTbj, bj) = 0 for; = «„...,n2 - 1 and (Tg, g) =
S„2. Continuing this process, we can produce an orthonormal set {bj}JLx satisfying
V{eJ}]±xC V{bj}fiy; this shows, by Lemma 1, that {bJ}JL]forms a basis.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Part II. For every line passing through the origin, there are infinitely many
diagonal entries (counting multiplicities) not lying on the line, but, for at least one
such line, there are only finitely many entries lying one one of the half-planes

divided by this line.
Without loss, we can suppose that the line is the x-axis and that only one point,
say, dx lies on the upper half-plane and the rest on the (closed) lower plane. As in
Part I, we can find, say, d2 and d3 such that the origin lies in the interior of the
triangle formed by dx, d2, and d3. Since —2°°=2Im dj = Im d,, it is not hard to see
that we can pick, say, sn] so small that |r, — s„ |< § |f, — dx \, where ?, is the
intersection of the line segment connecting d2 and d3 and the line passing through dx
and sn. (Here, of course, «, > 3 and sn[ lies between dx and f,.) Thus, by Lemma 3,
there is a unit vector /, such that (Tfx, /,) = sn and

(/, is a linear combination of ex, e2, and e3); meantime, by Lemma 4, we can find, in
the orthogonal complement of/, with respect to V{e,,..., e„ }, an orthogonal set

{bx,...,b„^x}vnth(Tbj,bj)

= Oforj=

1.«,

— 1.

Following the same line of argument, we can pick d„]+x,d„i+2, and small enough
sn satisfying 112— sn |=£ § 112— sn |, where t2 is the intersection of the line segment
connecting d„ +, and dn +2 and the line passing through s„ and sn . Thus, as before,
there are mutually orthogonal unit vectors b„.bn
_, and/2 such that (Tbj, bj) = 0'

for; = «,,. ..,n2— 1 and (7/2, f2) = s„ and

(f2 is a linear combination of /,, e„i + x and e„i+2.) Continuing this procedure,
eventually we are able to manufacture an orthonormal set {bj}JLx satisfying (Tbj, bj)

= 0 for all; and {j^jl, satisfying (Tf, ff) = sn. and | (/,_,,j$)|<

f for all;, where

/o = ev (ft is a linear combination of jt}_,, en ]+ 1, and e„;_,+2 for all ;', where
n0= 1; the orders of the basis and the subsequence may have been rearranged, for
neatness' sake.) Further,

|(*y.J&+*)|
<\(ej>(fj+k>
fj+k-i)fj+k-\ + fe+*.V*-i +')c»y+*-i
+I

=|(f/.j5+/t-i)H(^+*-i'^+*)l
<!(*/./>)H0&./y+i)|.\ifj+k-ufj+k)\

<|(*y./y)|-(f)*License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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This implies (ep fj+k) -> 0 as k -> oo. Since

|U-^-iMa=llfiy+*e/=|(tfy./y+*)r.
where (?-+/t = projection on K{^-+A,e„ i +,,...}, this shows {fy}j^=iforms a basis
by Lemma 1.
Part III. For at least one line passing through the origin, there are only finitely
many diagonal entries (counting multiplicities) not lying on the line.
We may assume that all d,'s are on the x-axis. (In fact, rotate the line in alignment
with the x-axis if necessary; as for the exposed points, sn will be real as soon as n is
big enough.) There are two cases to consider.
Case (i). There are infinitely many diagonal entries (counting multiplicities) lying
on each side of the origin. The proof is analogous to Part I.
Case (ii). There are infinitely many diagonal entries (counting multiplicities) lying
on one side of the origin and only finitely many on the other. Without loss, we can
assume that dx> 0 and dj<0 for; = 2,3,...; then let /, = ex. Similar to Part II,
choose a unit vector/2 E V{ex, e2} so that (Tf2, f2) = s2(= dx + d2), and

K-*)l«1/i^il

= /^

= (>-^,)-w

(by Lemma 3); then, take another unit vector bx E V{ex, e2) orthogonal to/2—clearly
(Tbx, bx) = 0. (Note/2 is a linear combination of/, and e2.)
In the same manner, we can find by induction an orthonormal set {bx,b2,...}

and unit vectors/,, /2>... such that (Tbj, bj) = 0, (Tf, f) —Sj(— Vk=xdk), and

(fj,fJ+x)<[\-dJ+x(dx

+ ---+dJ)-fV2

for j = 1,2,— (fJ+\, orthogonal to {bx,...,bj},
eJ+, for all;'.) Moreover,

is a linear combination of fj and

\{ej, fJ+k)\ = \{ej,(fJ+k, fJ+k_l)fj+k_x + (fJ+k, ej+k)ej+k)\

= \\eji fj +k-l) ' {fj+k-\' fj +k)\

= \(ej'fj)-(fj>fJ+i).ifJ+k-:,fj+k)\

<{i - ij+i'71).(i-<W7+'*-.)r1/2
=[(i

n=j+\

+ <w;;,).{^dJ+kS;-x)]-l/2,

\

J«

/

wheres'n+] = 2j=n+xdj = 2"J=Xdj = -s„.
To complete the proof, we need to show {bj}fLx forms a basis; it is enough,
utilizing Lemma 1, to prove that ||(/ - Pj+k)ej\\ -» 0 as k -> oo for all ; where
Pj+k = Proj on V{bx,...,bJ+k}. Since, by Lemma 2, 2£=,dn/s'n = oo (note that
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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dn/s'„ > 0 for n > 2), one sees that

n*
d"\\
11 (^
1+
H—n=j+\

\

— co

as K -^ oo;

S» '

and since ||(/ - 7y+A_,)ey||2 = \\QJ+kej\\2 =\(eJt fj+k)\2, where QJ+k = Proj on

v{f,+k>ej+k+\>-- ■}>one has that ||(7 - PJ+k_])ej\\ -» 0 as k -+ oo for all;. And so
the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2. Necessity. Suppose that {bj} is an orthonormal basis such

that (Tbj, bj) = 0 for all;. Since 7+ ©0 = 7 + (0 © 7" ),
Tr(7+ ) = Tr(7+ © 0) = ((7+ © 0)bj, bf)

= 2{{Tbj,bJ) + {(0®T-)bj,bJ))
= 2((0 © 7" )bJt bj) = Tr(0 © 7" ) = Tr(7" ).
Sufficiency. If Tr(7+) = Tr(7~ ) < oo, then 7 has a zero-diagonal (by the theorem in [3]). So, suppose that Tr(7+) = Tr(T~) = oo and that 7+ and 7" are
positive definite. The idea of the proof is to rearrange the entries so that the
condition of Theorem 1 is satisfied. However, such rearrangement may not exist
(e.g., let the diagonal entries be {A, 1,1,...; —1, —1_}). Thus, a modification job
of the diagonal entries is indispensable.
Let {em} and {/,} be orthonormal basis for H+ and H , respectively, and let
pm = (7+ em, em) and qn = (7-/,,

/,). We will divide the rest of the proof into two

steps.
Step I. Suppose {pm} (or {qn}) has a subsequence, converging to zero, whose
summation is equal to infinite. Then it is not hard to rearrange the sequence of the
diagonal entries so that the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisfied.
Step II. Suppose the hypothesis

in Step I is not met. Then {//„,} has a positive

limit point, say, 2. We shall manufacture a sequence of positive entries that satisfies

the hypothesis of Step I.
Let {//„, } be a subsequence of {pm}, converging to 2, such that \pm — 2|< 1 and
{qn } a subsequence

of {qn} such that 2n¥.„ q„ = oo. For each pair pm and —qn

(j = 1,2,...), we can produce a new pair of entries 1/;' and pm — qn — l/j since
Pm > l/J > ~Qn and tne fact that the numerical range is convex. The subsequences
{l/j} and {q,,},,^,, guarantee that the hypothesis of Step I is satisfied, and this
completes the proof.

2. The norm-closure of zero-diagonal operators. The norm-closure of the set of
zero-diagonal operators seems enormous: weighted shifts, quasinilpotent operators,
compact operators, and, of course, those satisfying the condition of Theorem 1 are
all members of this set. Just how big is this set? Is this class of operators closed
under similarity? These questions will be answered following the characterization of
this set. We shall then shift our attention to two different classes of operators:
self-commutators and trace class operators. Our goal: to give each of them a new
characterization.
Theorem 3. The necessary and sufficient condition that an operator T is a member of
the norm-closure of the set of zero-diagonal operators is that 0 E We(T), the essential
numerical
rangemayofapply7.to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Proof. Necessity. By hypothesis, there exists a sequence of zero-diagonal operators {7X=, such that ||7- 7„|| =s l/n for n = 1,2,.... Since for each Tn, n =
1,2,...,
there corresponds an orthonormal basis Btn) = {b{j")}JK=x
such that
(T„bj"\ b(n)) = 0 for all n and all;, one sees that \(Tb)n), bjn))\<

l/n

for all n and

all;. Pick an element bj from each basis BU) satisfying \(b;,bk)\^ 1/2' for all
1 ^ k <j (by induction); it follows that bj -> 0 weakly, and \(TbJ, bj)\^ l/j -» 0 as
; - oo. By [6, Theorem (5.1)], 0 e We(T).
Sufficiency. Suppose 0 E We(T). Again by [6, Theorem (5.1)], there exists an
infinite-dimensional projection 7 such that 777 is compact; thus 777 can be
perturbed by a small operator e so that 777 — e is a zero-diagonal operator. That is,

_ / *
T~ \ *

* \ _ ( *
FTP J ~ \ *

I *

\

*

0

' *

* \ 10 0]
PTP - e j + \ 0 e!

r

o

(o o\

+U J'

1 * -.J

This implies that 7 is a norm limit of zero-diagonal operators. Indeed, the first term
of the last equality can be written as

( ' ' \ I % *"\
0

*

0

*

\ ' ■■:}
V * •■■■)
C

"^ (

si

1

*

*2

0

*
-:-:-

0

+~ s\/n ~\

*

"

*
v^ n many

s\/n

\

0

- sxIn'

Sj/n

- s2/n

s2/n

0
- s2/n

I

s2/n

'J I
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by Theorem 1, the first term to the right of the second equality is a zero-diagonal
operator (the diagonal entries can be rearranged) and the norm of the second term is
=£||7||/n. These complete the proof of Theorem 3.

Remark. By [6, Theorem (5.1)], the following statements are also necessary and
sufficient conditions for an operator 7 being a norm limit of zero-diagonal operators:

(1) 0 e fl {W(T + F)~ : Fis of finite rank}.
(2) There exists a sequence {x,,} of unit vectors such that xn -» 0 weakly and

(7x„, x„) - 0.
(3) There exists an orthonormal sequence {en} such that (Ten, en) -» 0.
(4) There exists an infinite-dimensional projection 7 such that PTP is compact.
For other equivalent conditions, the reader is referred to Anderson [1] and Stout

[11].
Corollary.

7 is the norm-closure of X-diagonal operators if and only ifXE

We(T).

Since We(7) ¥= 0, this corollary implies that every operator can be approximated
uniformly by operators unitarily equivalent to an infinite matrix with constant main
diagonal; thus it extends a result by P. Fillmore [4], which states that every operator
acting on a finite dimensional space is unitarily equivalent to an operator with
constant diagonal entries. Applying Theorem 3 one can find out about the size of
zero-diagonal operators.
Corollary.

The set of zero-diagonal operators is of second category, but not dense

in B(H).
Proof.

To show that this set is not of first category, it is enough to show it

contains an open set. Put 7=

/ © (-/)

© ii © (ii).

It is clear that We(T) = the

convex hull of {1,/, -1, -/}.Thus0
G We(T + S) for ||5|| < \. In other words, 7is
in the interior of the set.
It is trivial to see that this set is not dense in B(H).
We now answer the question as to whether the set of zero-diagonal operators is
closed under similarity. Unfortunately, the answer is negative in infinite-dimensional
setting (though affirmative for trace class operators). In the following we shall
construct similar operators 5 and 7 such that 0 g We(S), but 0 E We(T). We shall
then produce a zero-diagonal operator that is similar to a nonzero-diagonal one.

"Hi !)•Hi !)--<HJ ">3);
then Aj=QjBjQJx, W(A])= [l,2], and W(Bj)D [0,2]. Let S = 2®AJt 7 =
2 © Bp and Q = 2 © Qf, clearly,We(S)= [1,2], We(T)D [0,2], and 5 = QTQ~X.
We thus have similar operators such that 0 £ We(S) but 0 e We(T). Because
0 E We(T), by Theorem 3 there exists a sequence of zero-diagonal operators 7„ -» 7.

Since

\\QTnQ~x
- 5|| = ||C?(7„- T)Q-x\\^\\Q\\-\\Q-x\\-\\Tn
- T\\- 0,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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it follows that QTnQx is not a norm-limit of zero-diagonal operators for big enough
n. So Tn and QTnQ ' fulfill our assertion for such n 's.
We now focus our attention on hermitian operators. In [9] H. Radjavi showed
that, assuming 7 is hermitian, the following statements are equivalent:

(1)7= A*A - AA*,whereA E B(H).
(2) 7= 2i(AxA2 — A2AX),where/I, and A2 are hermitian.
(3) There exists an orthonormal sequence {e^} of vectors such that 2"=,(7ey, ef) is

bounded.
(4) Sp(7) has at least one nonnegative limit point and at least one nonpositive
limit point.
(5) 7 is not of the form 7, © 72, where 7, has finite-dimensional domain and
where either 72 > a > 0 or 72 < a < 0 for some real number a.
Also equivalent to the above statements is the following [5]:
(6) 7 is the real part of a quasinilpotent operator.
Of course, statement (4) is equivalent to saying that 0 E We(T). In what follows,

we are to provide two new descriptions for self-commutators, inspired by the fact
that if H is finite-dimensional, the following statements are equivalent:

(l)T = A*A - AA*,whereA E B(H);
(2)Tr(7) = 0;
(3) 7 has a zero-diagonal.
Theorem
equivalent:

4. Let T be a (bounded) hermitian operator. Then the following are

(l)T = A*A -AA*, whereA E 7(77);
(2)0 6 We(T);
(3) T is a norm limit of zero-diagonal operators',
(4) 7 is a norm limit of hermitian operators 5, with Tr(5+)

= Tr(5~)

< oo.

Proof. (1) <=>
(2), by the above-mentioned Radjavi's theorem. (2) <=»
(3), by a
slight modification of Theorem 3. (3) <=>
(4), by Theorem 2 of §1. These complete the

proof.
The following result is a direct consequence of the above-mentioned Radjavi's
theorem.
Theorem 5. Let T be a self-commutator and write 7 = 7+ ©(— T ) with respect to
H+ ®H~ , where T+ and T~ are positive definite on H+ and H~ , respectively. Then
T is invertible if and only if T+ and T~ are invertible and dim H+ = oo = dim H~ .

As immediate corollary, we list the following fact (see, e.g., [8, p. 132]).
Corollary

[Putnam]. A positive self-commutator cannot be invertible.

Combining Theorems 2 and 5, we may have a surprising result.
Theorem 6. Suppose 7 is hermitian and invertible. Then 7 has a zero-diagonal if
and only if T~' has one. (Observe that this is not true if T is a matrix.)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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But this theorem no longer holds if 7 is not hermitian. Indeed, take 7 =
diag{/, i, —2i; 1,1,...; —1, —1,...}; then 7 has a zero-diagonal, but 7~' does not
have one. However, a weaker form of this theorem does hold.
Theorem 7. Let 7 be an invertible operator. Then 0 E We(T) if and only if
06 We(T~x).

Proof. By Theorem 3 of §2, there exists a sequence of invertible zero-diagonal
operators {7„} -» 7, in the norm topology; and hence, {T~]} -» T~x, in the norm
topology. Thus, again by Theorem 3 it is enough to show that 0 E We(T~x) for

n= 1,2,....
To that end, let {e-} be an orthonormal basis such that (T„ej, e,) = 0; this implies

(fj, T-%) = 0 and thus (gj, T~xgj) = 0, wheref = T„ejand gJ=fj/\\fj\\. Now it is
sufficient to prove that there exists a subsequence {gn } of {gj} so that {gn } -» 0
weakly. Put gni = gx. Since
\\T:Tnext = ^\(T:Tnex,ej)\\
j

it follows that
(fufj)

= iT„ex, Tnej) = {T*Tnel,eJ) - 0

as; - oo,

hence

{8i,8j) IIAII
• ll/}ll HV.II• IIV;II {h,Ij) " " "

"" "
as; -» oo.

Set gni = gj so that | (gn|, g„/) |< 1/22. In the same fashion, we can manufacture g ,
g„ ,... such that | (g„ , g„ ) |< l/2"\ where m = max(/c, /). Clearly {g„ } -» 0 weakly.

This completes the proof of the theorem.
Before closing this section, we would like to characterize a seemingly unrelated
class of operators—trace class operators.
Theorem 8. Let T be an operator. If for every orthonormal basis there exists a
rearrangement {bj}JLx so that a subsequence {j„t.}"=1 of {s„}„°=xconverges, where
s„ = 1"=x(Tbj, bj), then T is a trace class operator.

Proof. Write 7=7,

+ iT2. We claim that We(Tx)= {0}. Indeed, if 0 # X E

We(Tx), say X > 0, then, by a corollary of Theorem 3, there exists an orthonormal
basis {e;} such that (TxeJt ef) > a/2 > 0 for all;'. This clearly violates the hypothesis.
Since Spf(7,) = convex hull We(Tx) = {0} (see [10]), it follows that 7, is compact,
so is 72. Hence 7 is compact. We now apply Theorems 3 and 4 to conclude that 7,
and 72 are trace class operators. (In fact, 2/z, and 2^ must be finite, where {//,} and
{ —qj} are the nonnegative and the negative eigenvalues of 7, respectively.)
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